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I want you all to understand this:  No one is holding a gun to 

my head and no one is paying me money either above or 

under the table to arrive at the conclusions I (and others) 

have come to.  I propose that the IPCC allow for well-

credentialed climate scientists to craft a chapter on an 

alternative view presenting evidence for low climate 

sensitivity to greenhouse gases than has been the IPCC’s 

recent message – all based on published information. 

 

In other words, I am proposing that the AR5 be a true 

Scientific Assessment, not a document designed for 

uniformity and consensus.  In a scientific area as uncertain 

as climate, the opinions of all are required. 

 

Three quick examples are on the poster. 

 

First, the iconic mean surface temperature is a poor proxy for 

detecting greenhouse gas influences for reasons shown.  

And, this metric is not well-observed in any case. 

 
Secondly, many of the so-called metrics of human-induced 

climate change are not changing at rates policymakers have 



assumed and the media promotes with the indulgence of the 

IPCC Leadership.   And, other variables showing change are 

still within the magnitudes of long-term natural variations. 

 

Thirdly, confidence that the climate system is highly 

sensitive to greenhouse gases can been shown to be 

overstated due to assumptions about how the sensitivity is 

calculated.  Latest measurements clearly suggest a strong 

negative feedback in the short wave – in other words, in 

warming episodes, clouds respond to cool the climate.  

Another problem with popular sensitivity estimates is the 

dependence on essentially one century of an oblique 

greenhouse-proxy (mean surface temperature) combined 

with the notion that all of the natural, multi-decadal 

variability can be defined so accurately that the left-over 

warming is assumed to be human-induced. The investigation 

rather should examine all levels of natural variability that 

have been observed and seek to defensibly eliminate those 

as possible causes. 



 

An alternative view is necessary, one that is not censured for 

the so-called purpose of consensus.  This will present to our 

policymakers an honest picture of scientific discourse and 

process. I submit this proposal because our level of 

ignorance of the climate system is still enormous and our 

policymakers need to know that.  We have much work to do. 

 


